
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Year End London Date: 27.12.14 Venue: Royal National Hotel
TD's: Mike Amos, Sarah Amos, Gary Conrad, Martin Lee, Eddie Williams, Kathy Williams

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 20 Yes 36 No 2

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 24 Probably 30 Unlikely 4 Not 0

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require
improvement'

Excellent Improvement
30 Venue 7
36 Playing conditions 4
25 Schedule 11
34 Competition format 7
43 Directors/Organisation 4
12 Catering/refreshments 22
34 Pre-congress service 2

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 23 Earlier finish 18 Longer intervals 4

Later start 2 Later finish 2 Shorter intervals 13

Total Returns 60
Number of attendees 597

Comments
Too expensive x8
Much too hot on first day x4
Need teas/coffee inside or just outside room, tight schedule makes queueing at
café difficult x4
Have 5 rounds on day 1 with earlier start/finish x3
Poor prizes taking into account cost of entry x3
Great to see more attention given to speeding up slower players x2
Saturday finish too late for those with commute home x2
Unacceptable to have incorrect times on the website x2
TD caused escalation of minor incident into a row, very unprofessional x1
TD rude and incompetant x1
Receiving emails with the scores a great idea x1
Don't like playing just a half day on first day x1
Free hot drinks should be included at this price x1
Well organised and a good venue x1
Slightly cramped but otherwise a good venue x1
Table numbers on side of bidding box may stop the numbers getting lost - but not the 
players x1
Should have extra event first day - included in the price! x1



Do not like 'Australian' Swiss - like to see who is doing well moving up room x1
WC's not serviced x1
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